
.: Your Options are Infinite :.

BRONZE

COPPER

FINE BRASS

WHITE BRONZE

ALUMINIUM

TIN

BRASS IRON

DARK BRONZE GUNSMOKE

FINISHES
BLUECROW
Liquid Metal Specialist Finishes 

Remarkable Colours
Liquid Metal Specialist Finishes are available
13 diverse metals. All finishes once applied,
can be polished to achieve numerous different
finishes ranging from textures to patinas
and smooth polished services.

As well as the 10 remarkable colours shown
above, other Liquid Metal colour options are
available such as Gold, Rose, Black Iron,
Red Brass, Blue Copper, Champagne and
many more.

Speak to the Team for more information.

Contact Us on:
T: 01480 832489 - E: info@bluecrowjoinery.com

Please feel free to talk with the team to find
out more, we are always happy to discuss

any ideas you may have.



Designed for professional use incorporating
a blend of specifically shaped metal particles
which are then combined with a unique
binder which allows us to create one of
the toughest liquid metal coatings avialable.

Your Options are Infinite

Liquid Metal Specialist Finishes are
decorative sprayable liquid metal coatings
which allows you to transform nearly any
material to give the impression that it
is made of solid metal.

Various binders are available to assist you
with getting the solution your require.
Whether you’re creating a decorative
metal coating for internal use, a robust
weather resistant coating or you require a 
lexible coating, we have the solution.

Frequently Asked Questions
Is It Paint?
No, its actually a cold sprayable metal composite
which consists of real metal.

A huge range of surfaces and materials
which can be coated inlclude,
sheet metals, wood, plaster, MDF,
plasterboard, polystyrene, plastic, paper,
glass and even concrete.

Is It Flexible?
Yes, it can be applied to various flexible serfaces.

Can It Be Used Outdoors?
Yes, if the correct substrate is used which also gives
many years lifespan. 

Is there a limit on thickness?
No, you tell us the thickness you require. 

Does the metal paint conduct electricity?
No, due to being embedded in a polymer resin,
their conductive properties are limited. We do advise
caution and also advise not to use the products in
an electrical environment.


